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MPLSConnect
MPLSConnect is a solution that
offers guaranteed QoS through a
dedicated connection to PanTerra’s services through a managed
MPLS port, which can be connected to any MPLS service provider
at the customers’ choice.
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PanTerra Networks is a unified cloud service provider,
delivering its family of secure,
ultra-reliable, future-proof
solution for SMB and Midmarket enterprises. PanTerra includes Streams, its business-class, HIPAA secure,
ultra-reliable, futureproof unified cloud service that can be
deployed world-wide.
Streams includes unified
communications and team
messaging infrastructure with
a next-generation cloud-

based solution and SmartBox, its HIPAA secure, enterprise cloud file storage, sync
& share service.
With PanTerra's unified cloud
service solution, enterprises
gain the highest levels of security, scalability, reliability,
availability, quality of service,
service level agreement and
support available, while significantly lowering their total
cost of operations and IT administration complexities.

PanTerra ’s MPLSConnect is
uniquely designed for businesses
that have multiple locations and
need the highest level of quality of
service (QoS) for mission critical
services such as voice and video
applications. MPLSConnect is a
solution that offers guaranteed
QoS through a dedicated connection to PanTerra’s services through
a managed MPLS port, which can
be connected to any MPLS service
provider at the customers’ choice.
MPLSConnect delivers the most
cost effective and reliable solution
in the industry. With MPLSConnect, PanTerra delivers a guaranteed level of bandwidth and QoS
so that the customer’s services are
protected.
By supporting any MPLS carrier
selected by the customer, PanTerra provides the most cost effective
and reliable options. Other hosted
providers may require the customer to purchase only their MPLS
circuits. This has two significant
disadvantages. First, customers
cannot take advantage of free market dynamics to select the most
cost effective solution. And second, there are limited disaster recovery options if the link goes

down. Either a customer has to
install two proprietary MPLS circuits which is prohibitively expensive or the customer lives with a
limited recovery plan. With PanTerra's cost effective MPLSConnect, a customer can use a cost
effective standard internet connection as a fall back disaster recovery option.
WHY MPLSCONNECT?

Superior Quality of Services
MPLSConnect enables customers
to access a broader selection of
MPLS networks for mission-critical
services such as voice and video.
MPLS networks offer better performance and guaranteed bandwidth
using Class of Service (CoS) and
priority queuing to identify which
traffic is most important and ensures that it takes priority over other traffic.
Unique Approach for MPLS
PanTerra developed a unique approach to deliver superior benefits
from the MPLS networks. By
providing a unique MPLS port at
PanTerra carrier-grade datacenters, customers are able to select
any MPLS carrier and purchase
the MPLS circuit from the most
cost effective provider. PanTerra
datacenters are interoperable with
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multiple major MPLS carriers
ensuring its services are delivered to the customers with quality.
Maximum Flexibility, Reliability and Security
With PanTerra’s unique
MPLSConnect, customers have
broader options in their selection
of an MPLS network. MPLS networks allow multi-location customers the option to deliver firewalled IP access from the network cloud to specified facilities.
Faster Disaster Recovery and
Fail Over
MPLSConnect not only provides
access to the MPLS network, it
also allows customers the capability to leverage public internet
connectivity as a fail over solution in case of an MPLS circuit
failure. This enables better service availability to customers.
It’s All About Applications
MPLSConnect delivers solutions
today and a futureproof foundation for tomorrow. It guarantees
service usage for PanTerra customers. With MPLS networks,
customers are able to utilize and
deploy more and more services
and applications in a guaranteed
quality manner.

